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A new Bactrian inscription 

from the time of Kanishka

Nicholas Sims-Williams

In September 2005 I was shown photographs of a Bactrian inscription inscribed in 

six long circular lines around the rim on the underside of a silver plate which appears 

to have been flattened and cracked by a heavy weight. In 2009, after the object had 

apparently changed hands, I received additional photographs from a different source, but 

unfortunately neither I nor those through whom I received the two sets of photographs 

have been able to track down the object or to identify its current owner. Since I have 

never seen the the object itself, the upper side of which is said to present “a figural 

element”, the edition which follows is entirely based on these photographs. The script is 

of the monumental type typical of the Kushan period, with occasional cursive forms and 

ligatures, especially cases of -i joined to a preceding letter. In the weight formula at the 

end of the inscription the n is cursive and the o' is circular (as opposed to mostly square 

o elsewhere), while oz has the special form used as a numeral.

The inscription presents itself as a first person account by Nukunzik, presumably 

the same person who is already known from the Bactrian inscriptions of Rabatak and 

Surkh Kotal as a high official in the service of Kanishka I and Huvishka. Although the 

text bristles with difficulties as a result of its incomplete state of preservation and the 

presence of previously unknown words, it is clear that, like the Rabatak inscription, it 

contains historical data regarding Kanishka’s conquest of India. In particular, it refers to 

his return in the year 10 from India to “Tokhwarstan”—by far the earliest occurrence of 

this term in any known source.

The authenticity of the inscription might at first seem dubious, since it contains many 

phrases which echo the Rabatak inscription, first published in 1996, but a forger in or 

before 2005 could hardly have known the form vvbo “India” (twice in line 3; cf. also 

uvda, line 4), which was not established as the correct spelling of this name until the 

appearance of my third edition of the Rabatak inscription in 2008, let alone the weight 

formula consisting of the abbreviation ra (for *uayyo “weight”?) + numerals, which
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was first identified in an article published in 2013.1 Moreover, it would take quite a 

sophisticated knowledge of Iranian historical linguistics to invent a form such as mopo 

(line 1), the genitive case of the attested mba “father”, though this is exactly the form one 

would expect from Old Iranian *pi6rah (= Old Persianpiga, Khotanesepira), genitive of 

*pita. In my view, therefore, there can be no doubt that the inscription is ancient.

Fig. 1: Silver plate with Bactrian inscription from the time of Kanishka.

1 See Sims-Williams 2008: 59-60, and Sims-Williams 2013 respectively.
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Text

1. paovavbt  pao oapctyo  [vava ji]l6o[ t tcoya ]/pova a(3o paovavo pao KavppKt 

Kopavo t /oaSriodavL kado Tadrjo ago po vokovUko l Jttopo papqyo OTadqpt 

qpponKao Tadt i PqyEiroo-

2 3

2. pc judo t /opt ptUa]E  gdo mdo t pavo gjia/TE Tadqo aXo t irtopipTstyavo odo ako4

t vtayopTqyavo papqyavo apoaooyo (DOTadript ako t cpapdapyavo Tadt ...[. md]

o i tco-

3. ya /pova a[3o po rvdo cppoaydo Tadqo cuoiropdo po uvdo orpo ago a(3o t Kppt

pappyo akooadyo OTadpps Tadt stpo Kppt pavo oapo Ktpd[o. . ]{na o' o'}5

4. otdt a^o pa^dpyyo vt^t/Ttyo  TaKakdt paovavo 1 Paysitopo  aoo po vvda apo po 

To/oaporavo rrtdo t Xaoao /pova judo oavtvxa} p]ot,do

6 7 8

5. . . . . . . . . . .voPapdyo apo t oppo oapctyo  adyado apo t Payo vo^avdavo9

KaXdt KavppKt pao apo oppo ayado mdo t Xa-

6. go xpoya vEigqvE paE kaooo aa/TE [in larger, partly cursive letters:] ra o' o'

Translation

“(At) the court(?) of the king of kings, [in] the year [one, Nana] gave the lordship to 

the king of kings, Kanishka the Kushan. I, Nukunzik, his father’s servant, was then 

amboukao. Then the son of the gods, on account of his own goodpiess] and on account of 

my service—he established me (as) equal(?) with (his) father’s and with (his) grandfather’s 

servants, with the foremost (people). Then [in] the year one [...] was proclaimed to India; 

then he conquered(?) India, and I was a trusted(?) servant in his work. Then I performed 

there this work [...] which (has been) written in the records(?). Then when the (king) of 

kings, the son of the gods, [returned] from India to Tokhwarstan in the tenth year with 

the spoils(?) of victory(?), [he] presented(?) [this plate](?) at the court(?) of Wesh, (as) an 

offering(?) to the god; when king Kanishka brought it to Wesh (it was) in the year ten, 

the month Nisan, the tenth day. Weight:) 270 <staters)(?).”

2 It seems impossible to read pao vava.

3 Since the area above p is not clear, this letter could also be read as p.

4 Or p>iiZ,[6]e? The last letter can hardly be o.

5 These four letters much fainter than those above and below, perhaps left unfinished or, more 

likely, partially deleted.

6 Looks like -zyyo, probably because the horizontal stroke of t has been extended too far to 

the right.

7 Mistake for paovavo <pao).

8 Perhaps a mistake for payErro<o)po.

9 Here one could alternatively read oapkryo, but this reading is not possible in line 1.
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Commentary

Line 1

|?aovav6i f)ao “king of kings”: cf. the opening words of the Bactrian text of the 

inscription of Dasht-i Nawur (DN1), for which I have suggested the reading [xzovovdc 

[xu.10 11 In both cases the addition of the sentence-initial particle -di/-6e to [)aovavo will 

be due to the fact that this is the first word of the Bactrian text (preceded in DN1 by the 

Greek dating-formula).

oapeiyo probably occurs again in line 4 but is otherwise unknown. Unfortunately 

the present passage is broken, while the syntax of line 4 is ambiguous. One possible 

meaning might be “court”, thus: “(At) the court of the king of kings” (line 1), “he 

presented [this plate](?) at the court of Wesh” (line 4). Etymologically, oapeiyo might be 

a derivative of *war(a)-, Av. var-, Pahlavi war “enclosure”; alternatively one could think 

of a Saka loanword, cf. Skjaervp 1985: 60-63, on Khot. vara- “gate” < *dwar-, whose 

native equivalent is attested in the Bactrian documents as ak[3apo “court”.

In view of the statement at the beginning of the Rabatak inscription (Rab.) that 

Kanishka “obtained the kingship from Nana and from all the gods” there seems to be 

little alternative to the restoration proposed here. For [jt]l6o[ i icnya ]%[)ova “in the year 

one” one may compare [md]o l unya /[)ova (lines 2-3) and judo l kaooo xfrova “in 

the tenth year” (line 4). The final -a of itoya and %[>ova, which here indicates a case 

governed by the preposition ntbo “in”, is also attested in vv6a “India” (line 4), governed 

by aoo “from”. Cf. also q[3Eiva oiqyo “in that place” (Rab., 8) and opeiva ^apyq “at 

that time” (Ayrtam, 4), where the governing preposition may be Old Iranian *upa,n 

as well as the unexpected final -a of Payenoopq “the son of the gods” (Rab., 14-15) 

and piipotpida “Mihir-zad” (Ayrtam, 6),12 nouns which both function as the agent of a 

transitive past tense. From these forms it is clear that the usual view of Kushan Bactrian 

having a two-case inflexional system is an over-simplification; a third case, possibly 

derived from a combination of Old Iranian cases (ablative, instrumental and perhaps 

dative), must have survived at least marginally beside the direct and oblique cases.

Xoabqobavi “lordship” is formed with the same abstract suffix as [>aodavo “kingship”, 

obi. [?aodavi (Rab., 2), [Daodays (DN1, 6).13

radqo: the 3 sg. encl, pronoun, usually -qia or -qio, is regularly written -qo in this 

inscription. The same form may be attested in the Dilberjin inscription (oxqo, Dil., 

fragment 5, line 6).14

vokov^iko: the name is usually spelled vokov^oko, but the obi. form vokov^lki is

10 See Sims-Williams & Cribb 1996: 95-6.

11 See Sims-Williams 2008: 62-3.

12 Ibid.: 65b.

13 For examples of nouns with this suffix in later texts see Sims-Williams 2007: 208a.

14 Livsic & Kruglikova 1979: 108, 111.
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attested in versions B and M of the Surkh Kotal inscription SK4.15

Ttiopo “father” < Old Iranian gen. sg. *pi6rah, obi. of jrtda (Rab., 14) < nom. sg. 

*pita, has already been discussed above. The obi. stem *pidr- may survive in the form 

rriptpTO “inheritance, ancestral estate; heirs” in the Bactrian documents (sometimes 

written jrTpTpro, with the superscript line which often indicates loss of */? < *0) and 

in its adjectival derivative ^topipTsiyo “belonging to the father”, which is attested by 

the pl. Triopifneiyavo in line 2 below. Since the form mboptpro is attested later than 

iriopipTEiyavo and nTp'TpTO, it is perhaps a standardized form or merely an artificial 

spelling with -d- taken from the nom. jrtda, later jrtdo “father”.16 Cf. also below on 

vtayopTrp/avo in line 2.

aTabqpi: 1 sg. intr. pret. “I was”, spelled aradqpE in line 3.

The unknown word apPovKao is perhaps a title, presumably denoting a comparatively 

lowly rank held by Nukunzuk at the time of Kanishka’s accession. The inscriptions 

of Rabatak (written not earlier than Kanishka’s sixth year, if the numeral o/o “six” is 

correctly read in line 19) and Surkh Kotal (not earlier than year 31 of Kanishka, during 

the reign of Huvishka) document his promotion to the rank of hasht-walg and finally that 

of karalrang “margrave”.

Line 2

pL^[a]E (or pi£[b]E) will be the obi. of the attested pt^ao (or pt^do) “goodness”.17

cmaxTE: exactly this form, obi. of ojia/ro “service”, is also attested in Dil. (fragment 

5, line 13), where it is paired with vapmoi “homage”.18 Beside cjra/TO, the Bactrian 

documents attest forms with prothetic vowel: aoira/TO, larra/ro.19

On *7tiopipT£iyo, pl. raopipTSiyavo “belonging to the father” see above. The 

accompanying *viayopTqyo, pl. viayopTqyavo, is a parallel formation from vtayo, 

vuayo “grandfather”. Both words may be secondary formations based on Old Iranian 

*matr-sti-, a derivative of *matar- “mother” which survives in Pahlavi madist “matter” 

and Sogdian m’tskh “(financial) capital” (though the attested Bactrian word for “capital” 

is a different derivative of *mdtar-, namely padaptyo).20

apoaooyo: the context, and in particular the construction with ako “with”, suggests 

an interpretation as “equal (in status)” < *hama-sacaka-, cf. Pahlavi sazag “fitting, 

worthy” etc.

15 See Sims-Williams 2010: 96, no. 289.

1(1 Contra Sims-Williams 2012a: 193. For the attestations of the various forms see Sims- 

Williams 2007: 255-6.

17 Doc. xm, line 7, see Sims-Williams 2007: 156-7, 284b.

18 Slightly different readings and word-division in Livsic & Kruglikova 1979: 108: irct/re ... 

vap(co) oi.

19 See Sims-Williams 2007: 197a.

20 Cf. Sims-Williams 2007: 255-6 (where the derivation of mdoptpTO directly from *pitr-sti- 

should be revised in view of the evidence presented above). For padapiyo “capital” see ibid. 229b.
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cooxa8T]p.i: 1 sg. tr. pret. “he established me”.

tpapbapyavo, pl. of *cpapbapyo “foremost” < *fra-tama-ka-, cf. the adv. cpopbapao 

“first” (SK4, line 2).21

Lines 2-3

rabt...[ ni6]o i icoya %f)ova a£o po vvbo cppoaybo “then [in] the year one [...] was 

proclaimed to India”; cf. the almost identical wording of the Rabatak inscription, line 

4: Tado a|3o tcnyo %[)ovo a|3o l vvdo cppooyda^o. The illegible word after xadt here is 

probably the subject of the sentence. In the Rab. version the syntax is far from clear, but 

it seems likely that the subject is placed after the verb—a fact which may be connected 

with the choice of the unique periphrastic pf. cppoaybat,o as opposed to the simple 3 sg. 

intr. pret. cppoaybo used here.22

Line 3

moTtopbo “conquered” < *awa-sprta- “trampled (upon)”, cf. Pahlavi ospurdan “to tread, 

trample”, Khotanese vaspudai “you trampled”.23

KT|pi (twice in this line) may be compared with Khotanese kira- “work” < *karya- 

“(what is) to be done” and late Bactrian aytpo “ineffective”.24 I previously assumed that 

the latter form derives from *a-karya-,25 with the short vowel which is required for 

Khotanese kira-, but the older spelling with -p- rather suggests *kdrya~.

akooctbyo probably belongs to the class of possessive compounds formed with the 

prefix cxko “with”. The second component could be oabo “breath, spirit” (attested via 

oado|3apyavo “living beings”, SK4) or more likely a derivative of the root *wat “to 

inspire, be informed, be acquainted”,26 cf. Sogd. ’nwth “hope, trust, faith” etc., which 

suggests my tentative interpretation of akooadyo as “trusted”.

The expression oapo Kip- “to make an oath” is attested in several Bactrian documents, 

so in theory pavo oapo Ktpd[o] could mean “I made an oath”, but it seems easier in the 

present context to assume that oapo is the common adverb “there, thereto”.27

The faint but still partially visible signs at the end of line 3 evidently duplicate the 

weight formula found at the end of the text. Possibly the text originally ended in line 3 

with the verb oxabpps followed (after a gap) by the weight formula. Then the latter was 

partially deleted, an additional passage dealing with Kanishka’s year 10 was added, and

21 For other Bactrian comparative and superlative forms see Sims-Williams & Tucker 2006: 

590-594.

22 On the syntax of the Rab. passage, as well as on the spelling nvbo “India”, see Sims-Williams 

2008: 59-61. On cppoayda^o “was proclaimed” see Sims-Williams & Cribb 1996: 90 s.v. -a£o.

23 MacKenzie 1971: 61; Emmerick 1968: 121.

24 Doc. X. line 28', see Sims-Williams 2012: 140-41.

25 Sims-Williams 2007: 187b.

26 Thus Cheung 2007: 427.

27 Attestations of both ’oapo and 2oapo are listed in Sims-Williams 2007: 242a.
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the text was completed with the identical weight formula (since the weight of the vessel 

had not changed in the mean time).

Line 4

|ia£6r|YYO is an otherwise unknown word for which I suggest the meaning “memorials, 

records” on the basis of the likely etymological connection with *maz~da “to remember”.

Toxoapoxavo seems to be by far the earliest occurrence in any known source of 

the place-name “Tukharistan”. Bactrian documents of the Hephthalite period attest the 

variant spelling TO%oapcxaTavo.28

mbo i kaoao xf)ova “in the tenth year” contrasts with mdo t kaoo xt?°Ya “in the 

year ten” in lines 5-6. Since there is no reason for kaoo “ten” < *dasa to be written 

with double -ao-, and since we know from other examples that either the cardinal or 

the ordinal numeral can be used in such expressions (e.g. |nib|o t tooYa Xt>ova, lines 2-3 

above; aoo lcdy° X^ovo a[3o i oyo xt’ovo “from year one to year six”, Rab. 19; but a(3o 

t apqppoo % f?ovo “in the third year also”, Rab. 20), it seems likely that Xotooo is the 

ordinal “tenth”, perhaps from *dasama-ciya- with reduction of the sequence *-opo- to 

-co-.29 The form Xaooo occurs again in line 6 in the phrase Xaooo oaxiE “on the tenth 

day”. The only other example of such an expression in Bactrian attests the cardinal 

(oqxto kz “day 20”, Doc. R, line 1), but the use of the ordinal is paralleled in both 

Parthian (pd sxt cwhrm “on the fourth day”) and in Sogdian (xwsmyqy sydy’ “on the 

sixth day”).30

oavivra[ p]o£5o “spoils(?) of victory(?)”: the word-division and restoration are of 

course speculative. Since a voiceless -t- in this position is almost certainly the result of 

secondary contact between two dentals,31 oavtvxa is likely to derive from *wanant-a- 

ta- “victory”, abstract to oavtvbo “victorious” < *wanant-a~. The noun pot,bo < *mizda- 

“reward” is probably attested as a component of Bactrian personal names,32 but this 

would be its first occurrence as an independent word.

Line 5

Although this line presents many difficulties, it seems clear that it concerns an offering 

by Kanishka to the god Wesh. The offering may well be this very plate, as is suggested 

by a comparison with the Bactrian inscription on another silver plate, which states that it 

was acquired by a certain Sen-gul “for the god Mana” (tpapo pavao ipayo).33 In our text,

28 See eh, line 4, and jb, lines 2-3, in Sims-Williams 2007: 122-3, 126-7.

29 Cf. Sims-Williams 2008: 66 on the formation of (popSapoo “(at) first” and *apqpoo “third”.

30 See Sims-Williams & de Blois 2006: 188; MacKenzie 1994: 125.

31 Cf. oto “and” < odo + -6o (Sims-Williams 1985: 112), parapo “happier” and octrapo 

“worse” (Sims-Williams & Tucker 2006: 591-2), TriSooaoaro “has been declared” < mdoocmado 

+ -6o etc. (Sims-Williams 2007: 44).

32 See Sims-Williams 2010a: 274-5; 2010: 50 (no. 93), 82 (no. 228).

33 Published in Sims-Williams 2013: 192-5 (no. 3).
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the beginning of the line is unfortunately illegible on the available photographs, and it 

is not clear whether or not the first visible letters, voPapbyo, belong together and form a 

complete word. Such a word might be cognate with Pahlavi nibard “battle” (New Persian 

nabard), nibardag “tried, experienced” (NP nabardd), which belong to the root *part 

“to fight”; or it might be the pp. to a verb *vo(3ap- “to offer”, cf. Khotanese nuvar- “id.”.34 

Either connection gives a meaning appropriate to the general context and it is difficult 

to choose between them because because of the multiple ambiguities of the following 

phrases. The clearest part of line 5 is the clause Kakdi KavppKi pao apo oqpo ayado 

“when king Kanishka brought it to35 Wesh”. In view of the obi. ending of KavqpKt, this 

clause must be transitive, showing that ayado is here the past stem of a|3ap- “to bring” 

rather than of ppo- “to come”. The verb of the preceding clause, adyado < *ati-gata~, 

is unfortunately ambiguous in this respect, since its subject is missing. In principle, 

therefore, it can be understood either as the 3 sg. pret. of an intransitive verb meaning “to 

enter” or of a transitive verb meaning “to bring in”, cf. Sogdian tyt- as past stem of both 

tys “to enter” and of tbr- “to introduce, insert”.36 Thus, we might translate: “he entered 

the court(?) of Wesh” or “he brought it in (= presented it?) to the court(?) of Wesh”. The 

latter interpretation of adyado is perhaps supported by the Sen-gul inscription, which 

uses a cognate word in describing the silver plate on which it is written as the “income 

(adoyapo) of the god Mana”.

The noun vo[3avdavo is also attested in the Bactrian marriage contract, where the 

context seems to require the interpretation “established custom”: oaycnvdo a(3o po 

kapo vo[3avbavo “as (is) the established custom in the world”.37 This suggests a possible 

translation of the phrase a|3o i |3ayo vo|3avdavo as “according to the custom of a lord”. 

On the other hand Inscriptional Parthian nybndn (or nybndyT) seems to mean “offering 

(to a god)” (Morano 1991: 234), a meaning which would fit extremely well here: “he 

brought it to the court(?) of Wesh (as) an offering to the god”. Although the sense 

“offering” no doubt derives from the meaning of the root *band “to bind”, referring 

to a bound sacrificial victim, as suggested by Morano, it is evident that it also came to 

be used of inanimate offerings such as statues and silver plates. The secondary sense

34 If Khotanese nuvar- derives from *ni-bara-, as generally assumed (cf. Emmerick 1968: 59), 

one would expect a past stem *vopopb- < *ni-brta- or suppletive *voyad- < *ni-gata-. However, 

a derivation from the root *parH “to give, present” (Cheung 2007: 297) also seems possible, 

despite the past stem nuda-, which may display the same treatment of *rH as is found in some 

forms of *parH “to fill”. In any case, it should be noted that the title yq(3qpayo-|3ffio in Doc. ed, 

lines 12-13, tentatively interpreted as “provisioner, quarter-master”(?) (Sims-Williams 2007: 114- 

15, 236b), can equally well be read vg[3qpbyo-|3ibo and may thus contain the same word as our 

inscription.

35 As in SK4M, 11 (first understood by Gershevitch 1963: 196 n. 1), apo must here be a con

tracted form of apo + po “to the”.

36 See Sims-Williams 2014: 40.

37 Doc. A, lines 15, 17, see Sims-Williams 2012: 26-7; 2007: 240a.
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“established custom” may not simply imply “(that which is) bound, fixed”, but “(that 

which is) consecrated (by usage)”. Similarly the cognate verb vo[3aoTO < *ni-basta- 

(Rab., 3), which refers to the inception of Kanishka’s new era, may not merely mean 

“began”, like Manichaean Middle Persian wyst,38 but may belong to a more hieratic or 

ceremonial vocabulary: “consecrated, inaugurated”.

Line 6

The phrase kaaoo 0a%re “on the tenth day” is discussed above (note to line 4).

va o' o' “We<ight:> 270 <staters>(?)”: for this weight formula see Sims-Williams 2013. 

Since the weight of the bowl is unknown, it is impossible to calculate whether the unit 

of weight is the stater (as in most instances of this formula), the drachm or even the 

didrachm.
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